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THE HEPTAGON-WHEEL COCYCLE
IN THE KONTSEVICH GRAPH COMPLEX
RICARDO BURING(a), ARTHEMY KISELEV(b,c), AND NINA RUTTEN(b)
Special Issue JNMP 2017 “Local & nonlocal symmetries in Mathematical Physics”
Abstract. The real vector space of non-oriented graphs is known to carry a dif-
ferential graded Lie algebra structure. Cocycles in the Kontsevich graph complex,
expressed using formal sums of graphs on n vertices and 2n− 2 edges, induce – under
the orientation mapping – infinitesimal symmetries of classical Poisson structures on
arbitrary finite-dimensional affine real manifolds. Willwacher has stated the existence
of a nontrivial cocycle that contains the (2ℓ + 1)-wheel graph with a nonzero coeffi-
cient at every ℓ ∈ N. We present detailed calculations of the differential of graphs; for
the tetrahedron and pentagon-wheel cocycles, consisting at ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2 of one
and two graphs respectively, the cocycle condition d(γ) = 0 is verified by hand. For
the next, heptagon-wheel cocycle (known to exist at ℓ = 3), we provide an explicit
representative: it consists of 46 graphs on 8 vertices and 14 edges.
Introduction. The structure of differential graded Lie algebra on the space of non-
oriented graphs, as well as the cohomology groups of the graph complex, were introduced
by Kontsevich in the context of mirror symmetry [10, 11]. It can be shown that by
orienting a graph cocycle on n vertices and 2n− 2 edges (and by adding to every graph
in that cocycle two new edges going to two sink vertices) in all such ways that each of
the n old vertices is a tail of exactly two arrows, and by placing a copy of a given Poisson
bracket P in every such vertex, one obtains an infinitesimal symmetry of the space of
Poisson structures. This construction is universal with respect to all finite-dimensional
affine real manifolds (see [12] and [2]).1 Until recently two such differential-polynomial
symmetry flows were known (of nonlinearity degrees 4 and 6 respectively). Namely,
the tetrahedral graph flow P˙ = Q1: 6
2
(P) was proposed in the seminal paper [12] (see
also [2, 3]). Consisting of 91 oriented bi-vector graphs on 5 + 1 = 6 vertices, the
Kontsevich–Willwacher pentagon-wheel flow will presently be described in [7].
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1The dilation P˙ = P , also universal with respect to all Poisson manifolds, is obtained by orienting
the graph • on one vertex and no edges, yet that graph is not a cocycle, d(•) = −•−• 6= 0. The single-
edge graph •−• ∈ ker d on two vertices is a cocycle but its bi-grading differs from (n, 2n− 2). However,
by satisfying the zero-curvature equation d(•−•) + 12 [•−•, •−•] = 0 the graph •−• is a Maurer–Cartan
element in the graph complex.
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The cohomology of the graph complex in degree 0 is known to be isomorphic to
the Grothendieck–Teichmu¨ller Lie algebra grt (see [9] and [16]); under the isomor-
phism, the grt generators correspond to nontrivial cocycles. Using this correspondence,
Willwacher gave in [16, Proposition 9.1] the existence proof for an infinite sequence of
the Deligne–Drinfel’d nontrivial cocycles on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges. (Formulas
which describe these cocycles in terms of the grt Lie algebra generators are given in the
preprint [15].) To be specific, at each ℓ ∈ N every cocycle from that sequence contains
the (2ℓ+ 1)-wheel with nonzero coefficient (e.g., the tetrahedron alone making the co-
cycle γ3 at ℓ = 1), and possibly other graphs on 2ℓ + 2 vertices and 4ℓ + 2 edges. For
instance, at ℓ = 2 the pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5 consists of two graphs, see Fig. 1 on
p. 6 below.
In this paper we describe the next one, the heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7 from that
sequence of solutions to the equation
d
( ∑
{graphs}
(coefficient ∈ R) · (graph with an ordering of its edge set)
)
= 0.
Our representative of the cocycle γ7 consists of 46 connected graphs on 8 vertices and
14 edges. (This number of nonzero coefficients can be increased by adding a cobound-
ary.) This solution has been obtained straightforwardly, that is, by solving the graph
equation d(γ7) = 0 directly. One could try reconstructing the cocycle γ7 from a set
of the grt Lie algebra generators, which are known in low degrees. Still an explicit
verification that γ7 ∈ ker d would be appropriate for that way of reasoning.
In this paper we also confirm that the three cocycles known so far – namely the tetra-
hedron and pentagon- and heptagon-wheel solutions – span the space of nontrivial coho-
mology classes which are built of connected graphs on n 6 8 vertices and 2n− 2 edges.
At n = 9, there is a unique nontrivial cohomology class with graphs on nine vertices
and sixteen edges: namely, the Lie bracket [γ3,γ5] of the previously found cocycles.
(Brown showed in [4] that the elements σ2ℓ+1 in the Lie algebra grt which – under the
Willwacher isomorphism– correspond to the wheel cocycles γ2ℓ+1 generate a free Lie
algebra; hence it was expected that the cocycle [γ3,γ5] is non-trivial.) To verify that
the list of currently known d-cocycles is exhaustive – under all the assumptions which
were made about the graphs at our disposal – at every n 6 9 we count the dimension
of the space of cocycles minus the dimension of the space of respective coboundaries.2
Our findings fully match the dimensions from [14, Table 1].
This text is structured as follows. Necessary definitions and some notation from the
graph complex theory are recalled in §1. These notions are illustrated in §2 where a step-
by-step calculation of the (vanishing) differentials d(γ3) and d(γ5) is explained. Our
main result is Theorem 7 with the heptagon-wheel solution of the equation d(γ7) = 0.
Also in §3, in Proposition 8 we verify the count of number of cocycles modulo cobound-
aries which are formed by all connected graphs on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges (here
4 6 n 6 9). The graphs which constitute γ7 are drawn on pp. 13–19 in Appendix A.
The code in Sage programming language, allowing one to calculate the differential for
2The proof scheme is computer-assisted (cf. [2, 6]); it can be applied to the study of other cocycles:
either on higher number of vertices or built at arbitrary n > 2 from not necessarily connected graphs.
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a given graph γ and ordering E(γ) on the set of its edges, is contained in Appendix B;
the same code can be run to calculate the dimension of graph cohomology groups.
The main purpose of this paper is to provide a pedagogical introduction into the
subject.3 Besides, the formulas of the three cocycle representatives will be helpful
in the future search of an easy recipe to calculate all the wheel cocycles γ2ℓ+1. (No
general recipe is known yet, except for a longer reconstruction of those cohomology
group elements from the generators of Lie algebra grt.) Thirdly, our present knowledge
of both the cocycles γi and the respective flows P˙ = Qi(P) on the spaces of Poisson
structures will be important for testing and verifying explicit formulas of the orientation
mapping O~r such that Qi = O~r(γi).
1. The non-oriented graph complex
We work with the real vector space generated by finite non-oriented graphs4 without
multiple edges nor tadpoles and endowed with a wedge ordering of edges: by definition,
an edge swap ei∧ ej = −ej ∧ ei implies the change of sign in front of the graph at hand.
Topologically equal graphs are equal as vector space elements if their edge orderings E
differ by an even permutation; otherwise, the graphs are opposite to each other (i.e.
they differ by the factor −1).
Definition 1. A graph which equals minus itself – under a symmetry that induces a
parity-odd permutation of edges – is called a zero graph. In particular (view •−•−•),
every graph possessing a symmetry which swaps an odd number of edge pairs is a zero
graph.
Notation. For a given labelling of vertices in a graph, we denote by ij (equivalently,
by ji) the edge connecting the vertices i and j. For instance, both 12 and 21 is the
notation for the edge between the vertices 1 and 2. (No multiple edges are allowed,
hence 12 is the edge. Indeed, by Definition 1 all graphs with multiple edges would be
zero graphs.) We also denote by N(v) the valency of a vertex v.
Example 1. The 4-wheel 12 ∧ 13 ∧ 14 ∧ 15 ∧ 23 ∧ 25 ∧ 34 ∧ 45 = I ∧ · · · ∧ V III or
likewise, the 2ℓ-wheel at any ℓ > 1 is a zero graph; here, the reflection symmetry is
I ⇄ III, V ⇄ V II, and V I ⇄ V III.
Note that every term in a sum of non-oriented graphs γ with real coefficients is fully
encoded by an ordering E on the set of adjacency relations for its vertices v (if N(v) > 0).
From now on, we assume N(v) > 3 unless stated otherwise explicitly.
Example 2. The tetrahedron (or 3-wheel) is the full graph on four vertices and six
edges (enumerated in the ascending order: 12 = I, . . ., 34 = V I),
γ3 = 12 ∧ 13 ∧ 14 ∧ 23 ∧ 24 ∧ 34 = I ∧ · · · ∧ V I = ♣ ♣
♣
♣
1
2
3
This graph is nonzero. (The axis vertex is labelled 4 in this figure.)
3The first example of practical calculations of the graph cohomology –with respect to the edge
contracting differential – is found in [1]; a wide range of vertex-edge bi-degrees is considered there.
4The vector space of graphs under study is infinite dimensional; however, it is endowed with the
bi-grading (#vertices, #edges) so that all the homogeneous components are finite dimensional.
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Example 3. The linear combination γ5 of two 6-vertex 10-edge graphs, namely, of the
pentagon wheel and triangular prism with one extra diagonal (here, 12 = I and so on),
γ5 = 12 ∧ 23 ∧ 34 ∧ 45 ∧ 51 ∧ 16 ∧ 26 ∧ 36 ∧ 46 ∧ 56
+ 5
2
· 12 ∧ 23 ∧ 34 ∧ 41 ∧ 45 ∧ 15 ∧ 56 ∧ 36 ∧ 26 ∧ 13
is drawn in Fig. 1 on p. 6 below (cf. [1]).
Let γ1 and γ2 be connected non-oriented graphs. The definition of insertion γ1◦iγ2 of
the entire graph γ1 into vertices of γ2 and the construction of Lie bracket [·, ·] of graphs
and differential d in the non-oriented graph complex, referring to a sign convention, are
as follows (cf. [12] and [8, 14, 16]); these definitions apply to sums of graphs by linearity.
Definition 2. The insertion γ1 ◦i γ2 of an n1-vertex graph γ1 with ordered set of edges
E(γ1) into a graph γ2 with #E(γ2) edges on n2 vertices is a sum of graphs on n1+n2−1
vertices and #E(γ1)+#E(γ2) edges. Topologically, the sum γ1 ◦i γ2 =
∑
(γ1 → v in γ2)
consists of all the graphs in which a vertex v from γ2 is replaced by the entire graph
γ1 and the edges touching v in γ2 are re-attached to the vertices of γ1 in all possible
ways.5 By convention, in every new term the edge ordering is E(γ1) ∧ E(γ2).
To simplify sums of graphs, first eliminate the zero graphs. Now suppose that in a
sum, two non-oriented graphs, say α and β, are isomorphic (topologically, i.e. regardless
of the respective vertex labellings and edge orderings E(α) and E(β)). By using that
isomorphism, which establishes a 1–1 correspondence between the edges, extract the
sign from the equation E(α) = ±E(β). If “+”, then α = β; else α = −β. Collecting
similar terms is now elementary.
Lemma 1. The bi-linear graded skew-symmetric operation,
[γ1, γ2] = γ1 ◦i γ2 − (−)
#E(γ1)·#E(γ2)γ2 ◦i γ1,
is a Lie bracket on the vector space G of non-oriented graphs.6
Lemma 2. The operator d(graph) = [•−•, graph] is a differential: d2 = 0.
In effect, the mapping d blows up every vertex v in its argument in such a way that
whenever the number of adjacent vertices N(v) > 2 is sufficient, each end of the inserted
edge •−• is connected with the rest of the graph by at least one edge.
Theorem 3 ([12]). The real vector space G of non-oriented graphs is a differential
graded Lie algebra (dgLa) with Lie bracket [·, ·] and differential d = [•−•, ·]. The differ-
ential d is a graded derivation of the bracket [·, ·] (due to the Jacobi identity for this Lie
algebra structure).
5Let the enumeration of vertices in every such term in the sum start running over the enumerated
vertices in γ2 until v is reached. Now the enumeration counts the vertices in the graph γ1 and then it
resumes with the remaining vertices (if any) that go after v in γ2.
6The postulated precedence or antecedence of the wedge product of edges from γ1 with respect to
the edges from γ2 in every graph within γ1 ◦i γ2 produce the operations ◦i which coincide with or,
respectively, differ from Definition 2 by the sign factor (−)#E(γ1)·#E(γ2). The same applies to the Lie
bracket of graphs [γ1, γ2] if the operation γ1 ◦i γ2 is the insertion of γ2 into γ1 (as in [14]). Anyway, the
notion of d-cocycles which we presently recall is well defined and insensitive to such sign ambiguity.
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The graphs γ3 and γ5 from Examples 2 and 3 are d-cocycles (this will be shown
in §2). Therefore, their commutator [γ3,γ5] is also in ker d. Neither γ3 nor γ5 is exact,
hence marking a nontrivial cohomology class in the non-oriented graph complex.
Theorem 4 ([8, Th. 5.5]). At every ℓ ∈ N in the connected graph complex there is
a nontrivial d-cocycle on 2ℓ + 1 vertices and 4ℓ + 2 edges. Such cocycle contains the
(2ℓ+1)-wheel in which, by definition, the axis vertex is connected with every other vertex
by a spoke so that each of those 2ℓ vertices is adjacent to the axis and two neighbours ;
the cocycle marked by the (2ℓ+1)-wheel graph can contain other (2ℓ+1, 4ℓ+2)-graphs.
Example 4. For ℓ = 3 the heptagon wheel cocycle γ7, which we present in this paper,
consists of the heptagon-wheel graph on (2 · 3+1)+1 = 8 vertices and 2(2 · 3+1) = 14
edges and forty-five other graphs with equally many vertices and edges (hence of the
same number of generators of their homotopy groups, or basic loops: 7 = 14− (8− 1)),
and with real coefficients. All these weighted graphs are drawn in Appendix A (see
pp. 13–19). The chosen – lexicographic – ordering of edges in each term is read from the
encoding of every such graph (see also Table 1 on p. 10; each entry of that table is a
listing I ≺ · · · ≺ XIV of the ordered edge set, followed by the coefficient of that graph).
A verification of the cocycle condition d(γ7) = 0 for this solution is computer-assisted;
it has been performed by using the code (in Sage programming language) which is
contained in Appendix B.
2. Calculating the differential of graphs
Example 5 (dγ3 = 0). The tetrahedron γ3 is the full graph on n = 4 vertices; we are
free to choose any ordering of the six edges in it, so let it be lexicographic:
E(γ3) = 12 ∧ 13 ∧ 14 ∧ 23 ∧ 24 ∧ 34 = I ∧ II ∧ III ∧ IV ∧ V ∧ V I.
The differential of this graph is equal to
d(γ3) = [•−•,γ3] = •−• ◦iγ3 − (−)
#E(•−•)·#E(γ
3
)
γ3 ◦i •−• = •−• ◦iγ3 − γ3 ◦i •−•,
since #E(γ3) = 6. Note that every vertex of valency one appears twice in d(γ3): namely
in the minuend (where the edge ordering is E ∧ I ∧ · · · ∧ V I by definition of ◦i) and
subtrahend (where the edge ordering is I ∧ · · ·∧V I ∧E). Because these edge orderings
differ by a parity-even permutation, such graphs in •−•◦iγ3 and γ3 ◦i •−• carry the same
sign. Hence they cancel in the difference •−• ◦iγ3 − γ3 ◦i •−•, and no longer shall we
pay any attention to the leaves, absent in the differential of any graph. It is readily
seen that the twenty-four graphs (24 = 4 vertices ·
(
3
1
)
· 2 ends of •−•) we are left with
in d(γ3) are of the shape drawn here. A vertex is blown up to the new edge E = •−•
r
r r
r
r
vi
vj
edge′
edge′′
= q q
q
q
q
(see Remark 1)
whose ends are both attached to the rest of the graph along the old edges. This shape
can be obtained in two ways: by blowing up vi, so that edge
′ is the newly inserted edge,
or by blowing up vj , so that edge
′′ is the newly inserted edge. By Lemma 5 below we
conclude that d(γ3) = 0.
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Remark 1. Incidentally, every graph which was obtained in d(γ3) itself is a zero graph.
Indeed, it is symmetric with respect to a flip over the vertical line and this symmetry
swaps three edge pairs (see Definition 1).
Lemma 5 (handshake). In the differential of any graph γ such that the valency of
all vertices in γ is strictly greater than two, the graphs in which one end of the newly
inserted edge •−• has valency two, all cancel.
Proof. Let v be such a vertex in d(γ), i.e. the vertex v is an end of the inserted edge •−•
and it has valency 2. Locally (near v), we have either a•
E′•v
Old′•b or a•
Old′′•v
E′′•b. In the two
respective graphs in d(γ) the rest, consisting only of old edges and vertices of valency > 3
from γ, is the same. Yet the two graphs are topologically equal; furthermore, they have
the same ordering of edges except for E ′ = Old′′ and Old′ = E ′′. Recall that by
construction, the edge ordering of the first graph is E ′∧· · ·∧Old′∧· · · , whereas for the
second graph it is E ′′ ∧ · · · ∧Old′′ ∧ · · · ; the new edge always goes first. So effectively,
two edges are swapped. Therefore,
E ′′ ∧ · · · ∧Old′′ ∧ · · · = Old′ ∧ · · · ∧ E ′ ∧ · · · = −E ′ ∧ · · · ∧Old′ ∧ · · · .
Hence in every such pair in d(γ), the graphs occur with opposite signs. Moreover, the
initial hypothesis N(a) > 3 about the valency of all vertices a in the graph γ guarantees
that the cancelling pairs of graphs in d(γ) do not intersect,7 and thus all cancel. 
Corollary 6 (to Lemma 5). In the differential of any graph with vertices of valency > 2,
the blow up of a vertex of valency 3 produces only the handshakes, that is the graphs
which cancel out by Lemma 5 (cf. footnote 9 on p. 11 below).
Example 6 (dγ5 = 0). The pentagon-wheel cocycle is the sum of two graphs with
real coefficients which is drawn in Fig. 1. The edges in every term are ordered by
γ5 =
r
r
r
r r
r
1
2
3
4 5
6
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
+
5
2
·
rr
rr
r r
✓ ✏
✒ ✑1 2
34
5 6
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
Figure 1. The Kontsevich–Willwacher pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5.
I ∧ · · · ∧ X . The differential of a sum of graphs is the sum of their differentials; this
is why we calculate them separately and then collect similar terms. By the above,
neither contains any leaves; likewise by the handshake Lemma 5, all the graphs – in
which a new vertex (of valency 2) appears as midpoint of the already existing edge –
cancel. By Corollary 6 it remains for us to consider the blow-ups of only the vertices
of valency > 4 (cf. [12]). Such are the axis vertex of the pentagon wheel and vertices
7This is why the assumption N(v) > 3 is important. Indeed, the disjoint-pair cancellation mecha-
nism does work only for chains with even numbers of valency-two vertices v in γ. Here is an example
(of one such vertex v between a and b) when it actually does not: in the differential of a graph that
contains a•
I •v
II •b, we locally obtain a•
E•a′
I •v
II •b +a•
I •v
E•v′
II •b +a•
I •v
II •b′
E•b, so that the middle
term can be cancelled against either the first or the last one but not with both of them simultaneously.
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labelled 1 and 3 in the other graph (the prism). By blowing up the pentagon wheel
axis we shall obtain the (nonzero) ‘human’ and the (zero) ‘monkey’ graphs, presented
in what follows. Likewise from the prism graph in γ5 one obtains the ‘human’, the
‘monkey’, and the (zero) ‘stone’. Let us now discuss this in full detail.
From the pentagon wheel we obtain 2 · 5 Da Vinci’s ‘human’ graphs, two of which
are portrayed in Fig. 2. (The factor 2 occurs from the two distinct ways to attach three
versus two old edges in the wheel to the loose ends of the inserted edge •−•.) We claim
r
r
r
r r
r
r
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX X
E
(a)
=
r
r
r
r r
r r
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
E
(b)
Figure 2. Two of the fourteen Da Vinci’s ‘human’ graphs occurring
with weights in dγ5.
that all the five ‘human’ graphs (i.e. standing with their feet on the edges I, . . ., V in
the pentagon wheel) carry the same sign, providing the overall coefficient +10 = 2 ·(+5)
of such graph in the differential of the wheel. The graph (b) is topologically equal to
the graph (a); indeed, the matching of their edges is I(b) = V (a), II(b) = I(a), III(b) =
II(a), IV (b) = III(a), V (b) = IV (a), V I(b) = X(a), V II(b) = V I(a), V III(b) = V II(a),
IX(b) = V III(a), and X(b) = IX(a); also E(b) = E(a). Hence the postulated ordering of
edges in (b) is
E(b) ∧ I(b) ∧ · · · ∧X(b) = E(a) ∧ V (a) ∧ I(a) ∧ II(a) ∧ III(a) ∧ IV (a)∧
∧X(a) ∧ V I(a) ∧ V II(a) ∧ V III(a) ∧ IX(a) = +E(a) ∧ I(a) ∧ · · · ∧X(a), (1)
which equals the edge ordering of the graph (a). For the other three graphs of this
shape the equalities of wedge products are similar: a parity-even permutation of edges
works out the mapping of graphs, e.g., to the graph (a) which we take as the reference.
From the pentagon wheel we also obtain 2 · 5 ‘monkey’ graphs, a specimen of which
is shown in Fig. 3 below. Note that the ‘monkey’ graph is mirror-symmetric, see the
r
r
r
r r
r
r
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX X
E =
r
rr
rr
rr
◗
◗◗
✑
✑✑
✁
✁
✁✁
❆
❆
❆❆
❙
❙
❙❙
✓
✓
✓✓
✂
✂
✂
✂
✂✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❇❇
I
II
III X
VVIVII
VIII
IX
IV
E
= 0
Figure 3. The ‘monkey’ graph: animal touches earth with its palm; this
is an example of zero graph.
redrawing. This symmetry induces a permutation of edges which swaps 5 pairs, so
(since 5 is odd) the ‘monkey’ graph is equal to zero.
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Now consider the graphs obtained by blowing up vertices 1 and 3 in the prism graph.
How are the four old neighbors distributed over the ends of the inserted edge? Whenever
those four old neighbours are distributed in proportion 4 = 3 + 1 (i.e. with valencies 4
and 2 for the two ends of the inserted edge), there is no contribution from the resulting
graphs to d(prism) by the handshake Lemma 5. So the graphs which could contibute
are only those with the 4 = 2+ 2 distribution (i.e. with valency 3 for either of the ends
of the inserted edge). For one fixed neighbour of one of the new edge’s ends there are
three ways to choose the second neighbour of that vertex. This is how the ‘human’,
‘monkey’, and ‘stone’ graphs are presently obtained.
Let us blow up vertex 1 in the prism in these three different ways. First we make
the end (now marked 1) of the inserted edge adjacent to 2 and 3, and the other end
(marked 1′) to vertices 4 and 5; the resulting graph is the ‘human’ graph shown in
Fig. 4. From the prism graph we obtain 2 · 2 = 4 such ‘human’ graphs. One of the
r
r
r
r r
r
r
IXI
E
VI
VII
VIII
II
X
IV
V
III
6
2
1
1
′
5
4
3
(z)
= −
r
r
r
r r
r
r
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
E
(a)
Figure 4. One of the ‘human’ graphs obtained by blowing up –
according to a scenario discussed in the text – a vertex of valency four in
the prism graph from γ5.
factors 2 is obtained like before, namely by attaching a given set of old edges to one or
the other end of the inserted edge •−•, see p. 7; the other factor 2 comes by the rotational
symmetry of the prism graph. Indeed, the prism with one diagonal is symmetric under
the rotation by angle π that transposes the vertices 1⇄ 3, 2⇄ 4, and 5⇄ 6. This is
why the same ‘human’ graph is obtained when the vertex 3 is blown up according to a
similar scenario. We claim that the permutation of edges that relates the two graphs
is parity-even (similar to (1)), so they do not cancel but add up. Summarizing, the
overal coefficient of the ‘human’ graph – produced in d(prism) for the edge ordering
E ∧ I ∧ · · · ∧X shown in Fig. 4 – equals 2 · 2 = +4.
The count of an overall contribution 10 + 5
2
· (+4) · (−1 from edge ordering) = 0 to
the differential d(γ5) of the cocycle γ5 will be performed using Eq. (2); right now let
us inspect the vanishing of contributions from the other two types of graphs wich are
obtained by the two possible edge distribution scenarios (with respect to the ends of
the new edge •−• that replaces the blown-up vertex 1 or 3 in the prism).
r
r
r
r r
r
r
IXI
E
VI
VII
VIII
II
IV
X V
III
6
2
1
1′ 5
4
3
The ‘monkey’ graph is obtained by blowing up the vertex 1
(or 3) in the prism and then attaching the new edge’s end, still
marked 1, to the vertices 2 and 4. The other end, now marked 1′,
of the new edge becomes adjacent to the vertices 3 and 5. We
keep in mind that every ‘monkey’ graph itself is equal to zero,
hence no contribution to d(prism) occurs.
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So far, the new vertex 1 has always been a fixed neighbour of vertex 2, and it was
made adjacent to 3 in the ‘human’ and to 4 in the ‘monkey’ graphs, respectively. The
overall set of neigbours of the new edge 1–1′, apart from the fixed vertex 2, consists
of vertices 3, 4 and 5. So the third scenario to consider is the ‘stone’ graph in which
the new vertex 1 is adjacent to 1′, 2, and 5, whereas the new vertex 1′ neighbours 1,
3, and 4. This graph is mirror-symmetric under the transposition of vertices 1′ ⇄ 2
rr
r
rr
r
r
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
 
 
 
 
 
❅
❅
 
 
❩
❩
❩
❩❩
✚
✚
✚
✚✚
❏
❏
❏❏
✡
✡
✡✡
I
IIIII
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X E
5
46
1
2 1
′
3
= 0
and 4 ⇄ 6, which induces the swaps in five edge pairs, namely, II ⇄ III, E ⇄ X ,
V I ⇄ V III, V ⇄ IX , and I ⇄ IV . Arguing as before, we deduce that every such
‘stone’ graph (obtained by a blow up of either 1 or 3 in the prism) is zero.
Our final task in the calculation of d(γ5) is collecting the coefficients of the ‘hu-
man’ graphs from d(5-wheel) and d(prism), coming not only with coefficients 10 and 4
respectively, but also with the respective edge orderings. To discriminate edges be-
tween the two pictures, that is originating from the pentagon wheel and the prism, let
us use the superscripts (a) and (z), see Fig. 4. The edge matching is E(z) = III(a),
I(z) = II(a), II(z) = V II(a), III(z) = E(a), IV (z) = IX(a), V (z) = X(a), V I(z) = IV (a),
V II(z) = V (a), V III(z) = V I(a), IX(z) = I(a), and X(z) = V III(a). Consequently, for
the edge orderings we have
E(z) ∧ I(z) ∧ · · · ∧X(z) =
III(a) ∧ II(a) ∧ V II(a) ∧ E(a) ∧ IX(a) ∧X(a) ∧ IV (a) ∧ V (a) ∧ V I(a) ∧ I(a) ∧ V III(a)
= (−)23E(a) ∧ I(a) ∧ · · · ∧X(a). (2)
This argument shows that the graph differential of the linear combination (+1)·pentagon-
wheel + 5
2
· prism, with either graph’s edge ordering specified as in Example 3, vanishes.
In other words, γ5 is a d-cocycle.
3. A representative of the heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7
It is already known that the heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7, the existence of which was
stated in Theorem 4, is unique modulo d-trivial terms in the respective cohomology
group of connected graphs on 8 vertices and 14 edges (hence with 7 basic loops), cf. [14].
Theorem 7. The encoding of every term in a representative of the cocycle γ7 is given
in Table 1, the format of lines in which is the lexicographic-ordered list of fourteen edges
I ∧ · · · ∧ XIV followed by the nonzero real coefficient. The forty-six graphs that form
this representative of the d-cohomology class γ7 are shown on pages 13–19.
Proof scheme. This reasoning is computer-assisted. First, all connected graphs on 8 ver-
tices and 14 edges, and without multiple edges were generated. (There are 1579 such
graphs; note that arbitrary valency N(v) > 1 of vertices was allowed.) The coefficient
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Table 1. The heptagon-wheel graph cocycle γ7.
Graph encoding Coeff. Graph encoding Coeff.
16 17 18 23 25 28 34 38 46 48 57 58 68 78 1 12 13 18 25 26 37 38 45 46 47 56 57 68 78 −7
12 14 18 23 27 35 37 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 −21/8 12 14 16 23 25 36 37 45 48 57 58 67 68 78 77/8
13 14 18 23 25 28 37 46 48 56 57 67 68 78 −77/4 13 16 17 24 25 26 35 37 45 48 58 67 68 78 −7
12 13 15 24 27 35 36 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 −35/8 14 15 17 23 26 28 37 38 46 48 56 57 68 78 49/4
12 13 18 24 26 37 38 46 47 56 57 58 68 78 49/8 12 16 18 27 28 34 36 38 46 47 56 57 58 78 −147/8
14 17 18 23 25 26 35 37 46 48 56 58 67 78 77/8 12 15 16 27 28 35 36 38 45 46 47 57 68 78 −21/8
12 13 18 26 27 35 38 45 46 47 56 57 68 78 −105/8 12 14 18 23 27 35 36 45 46 57 58 67 68 78 −35/8
12 14 18 23 27 36 38 46 48 56 57 58 67 78 7/8 14 15 16 23 26 28 37 38 46 48 57 58 67 78 −49/4
12 14 15 23 27 35 36 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 35/8 12 15 18 23 28 34 37 46 48 56 57 67 68 78 105/8
12 13 14 27 28 36 38 46 47 56 57 58 68 78 −49/8 12 14 17 23 26 37 38 46 48 56 57 58 68 78 −49/8
12 13 18 25 27 34 36 47 48 56 58 67 68 78 35/4 12 16 18 25 27 35 36 37 45 46 48 57 68 78 49/16
12 13 14 25 26 36 38 45 47 57 58 67 68 78 −119/16 12 13 18 25 27 35 36 46 47 48 56 57 68 78 7
12 13 15 24 28 36 38 47 48 56 57 67 68 78 49/8 12 14 18 25 28 34 36 38 47 57 58 67 68 78 −7
12 13 14 23 28 37 46 48 56 57 58 67 68 78 77/4 12 16 18 25 27 35 36 37 45 46 48 58 67 78 −77/16
12 15 17 25 26 35 36 38 45 47 48 67 68 78 −49/8 12 14 18 23 27 35 38 46 47 57 58 67 68 78 77/4
13 15 18 24 26 28 37 38 46 47 56 57 68 78 −49/4 12 14 15 23 27 36 38 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 35/2
13 14 18 25 26 28 36 38 47 48 56 57 67 78 −49/4 12 13 18 25 27 34 36 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 −105/8
12 14 18 23 28 35 37 46 48 56 57 67 68 78 −7 12 15 16 25 27 35 36 38 46 47 48 57 68 78 −7
12 14 18 23 28 36 38 46 47 56 57 58 67 78 −7 12 13 16 25 28 34 37 47 48 57 58 67 68 78 −147/16
12 15 16 25 27 35 36 38 46 47 48 58 67 78 49/8 12 13 17 25 26 35 37 45 46 48 58 67 68 78 −77/4
12 14 18 23 28 36 37 46 47 56 57 58 68 78 49/8 12 14 17 23 27 35 38 46 48 57 58 67 68 78 −49/8
12 13 15 26 27 35 36 45 47 48 58 67 68 78 −7 12 13 15 26 28 35 37 45 46 47 58 67 68 78 −7/4
12 13 18 24 28 35 38 46 47 57 58 67 68 78 7 12 14 18 23 26 36 38 47 48 56 57 58 67 78 −7
of the heptagon wheel was set equal to +1, all other coefficients still to be determined.
After calculating the differential of the sum of all these weighted graphs (we used a pro-
gram in Sage, see Appendix B), zero graphs were eliminated and the remaining terms
were collected (in the same way as is explained in §2). In the resulting sum of weighted
graphs on 9 vertices and 15 edges, we equated each coefficient to zero. We solved this
linear algebraic system w.r.t. the coefficients of graphs in γ7. There are Nim(7) = 35
free parameters in the general solution; such parameters count the coboundaries which
cannot modify the cohomology class marked by any particular representative (see Ta-
ble 2 on p. 11 below). Therefore the solution γ7 is unique modulo d-exact terms. All
those free parameters are now set to zero and the resulting nonzero values of the graph
coefficients are listed in Table 1. 
Proposition 8 (see [14, Table 1]). The space of nontrivial d-cocycles which are built
of connected graphs on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges at 1 6 n 6 9 is spanned by the
terahedron γ3, pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5 that consists of two graphs (see Example 3),
heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7 from Theorem 7, and the Lie bracket [γ3,γ5]. At the same
time, for either n = 5 or n = 7, the respective graph cohomology groups are trivial.8
Verification. The dimension Nker of the space of cocycles built of connected graphs γ on
n vertices and 2n− 2 edges is equal to the number of free parameters in the general so-
lution to the linear system d(sum of such graphs γ with undetermined coefficients) =
0. At the same time, to determine the dimension Nim of the subspace of cobound-
aries γ = d(δ), i.e. of those cocycles which are the differentials of connected graphs
on n − 1 vertices and 2n − 3 edges, we first count the number of Nδ of nonzero
8None of the results in Theorem 7 and Proposition 8 involves floating point operations in the way
how it is obtained; hence even if computer-assisted, both the claims are exact.
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connected graphs δ in that vertex-edge bi-grading. Then we subtract from Nδ the
number N0 of free parameters in the general solution to the linear algebraic system
d(sums of such graphs δ with undetermined coefficients) = 0. This subtrahend counts
the number of relations between exact terms γ = d(δ); for n < 9 it is zero. The di-
mension of cohomology group H∗(n) in bi-grading (n, 2n − 2) is then Nker − Nim =
Nker − (Nδ −N0).
Our present count of the overall number of connected graphs (and of the zero graphs
among them) and the dimensions Nker, Nδ, N0 and Nim of the respective vector spaces
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. 
Table 2. Dimensions of connected graph spaces and cohomology groups.
n #E #(graphs) #(= 0) #( 6= 0), Nδ Nker, N0 Nim dimH
∗(n)
4 6 1 0 1 1 1
3 5 0 – – – – –
5 8 2 2 0 – 0
4 7 0 – – – – –
6 10 14 8 6 1 1
5 9 1 1 – 0 – –
7 12 126 78 48 1 0
6 11 9 8 – 1 0 1
8 14 1579 605 974 36 1
7 13 95 60 – 35 0 35
9 16 26631 7557 19074 883 1
8 15 1515 602 – 913 31 882
Remark 2. This reasoning covers all the connected graphs with specified number of
vertices and edges, meaning that the valency N(v) of every graph vertex v can be any
positive number (if n > 1). By Lemma 5 on p. 6 it is seen that for the subspaces V>2
of connected graphs restricted by N(v) > 2 for all v, the inclusion d(V>2) ⊆ V>2 holds.
Therefore, the dimensions of cohomology groups for graphs with such restriction on
valency cannot exceed the dimension of respective cohomology groups for all the graphs
under study (i.e. N(v) > 0).9 This means that trivial cohomology groups remain trivial
under the extra assumption N(v) > 2 on valency; yet we already know the generators
γ3, γ5, γ7, and [γ3,γ5] of all the nontrivial cohomology groups at n 6 9. This is
confirmed in Table 3.
We finally note that the numbers of nonzero graphs with a specified number of vertices
and edges (and N(v) > 2), which we list in Table 3, all coincide with the respective
entries in Table II in the paper [17].
Remark 3. We expect that there are many d-cocycles on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges
other than the ones containing the (2ℓ + 1)-wheel graphs (which Theorem 4 provides)
or their iterated commutators. Namely, some terms in a weighted sum γ ∈ ker d can
9Indeed, we recall that these cohomology dimensions – in the count with versus without restriction
N(v) > 2 of the valency – are the same (e.g., see [16, Proposition 3.4] with a sketch of the proof).
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Table 3. Dimensions of connected graph spaces with N(v) > 2 and
dimensions of cohomology groups in bi-degree (n, 2n− 2).
n #E #(graphs) #(= 0) #( 6= 0), Nδ Nker, N0 Nim dimH
∗(n)
4 6 1 0 1 1 1
3 5 0 – – – – –
5 8 1 1 0 – 0
4 7 0 – – – – –
6 10 4 2 2 1 1
5 9 1 1 – 0 – –
7 12 18 12 6 1 0
6 11 5 4 – 1 0 1
8 14 136 61 75 11 1
7 13 30 20 – 10 0 10
9 16 1377 498 879 164 1
8 15 309 130 – 179 16 163
be disjoint graphs; moreover, the vertex-edge bi-grading of a connected component of
a given term can be other than (m, 2m − 2) for m ∈ N. Indeed, for any tuple of d-
cocycles γi on ni vertices and Ei edges satisfying
∑
i ni = n and
∑
iEi = 2n − 2, one
has that γ :=
⊔
i γi ∈ ker d. The graphs γi can be restricted by a requirement that
each of them belongs to the domain of the orientation mapping O~r, so that O~r(γ) is a
Kontsevich bi-vector graph (see [12] and [2, 7]). In this way new classes of generators
of infinitesimal symmetries P˙ = O~r(γ)(P) are obtained for Poisson structures P.
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Appendix A. The heptagon-wheel cocycle γ7
In each term, the ordering of edges is lexicographic (cf. Table 1).
γ7 = 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 −
21
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
77
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 −
35
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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+
49
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 +
77
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
105
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
35
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
35
4
1
2
3
4
5
6 7
8
−
119
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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+
49
8 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 +
77
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
4
1
2
3
4
5 6
7
8
−
49
4
12
3
4
5
6
7
8 − 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
− 7
1
2
3
4
5
67
8
+
49
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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+
49
8
1
2
3
4
56
7
8
− 7 1
2
3
45
6
7
8
+ 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 − 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
77
8
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
− 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
49
4 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
147
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8
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−
21
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
35
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
78
+
105
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
8 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
49
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+ 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
− 7
1
2
3 4
5
6
7
8
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−
77
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
77
4
12
3 4
5 6
78
+
35
2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
105
8
1
2
3 4
5
6
7
8
+ 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
147
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
77
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
−
49
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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−
7
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 8
− 7
1
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
.
The sum of graphs γ7 is a d-cocycle because when the differential d(γ7) is constructed,
the images of many terms from γ7 overlap in d(γ7) (by graphs on 9 vertices and
15 edges). Finding out what the resulting adjacency table is for the forty-six graphs
in γ7 and –more generally – exploring whether such ‘meta-graphs’, the vertices of which
themselves are graphs that constitute d-cocycles modulo coboundaries, are in any sense
special, is an intriguing open problem. (We claim that for γ7, its meta-graph is con-
nected.)
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Appendix B. Sage code for the graph differential
The following script, written in Sage version 7.2, can calculate the differential of an
arbitrary sum of non-oriented graphs with a specified ordering on the set of edges for
every term, and reduce sums of graphs modulo vertex and edge labelling.10 As an
illustration, it is shown how this can be used to find cocycles in the graph complex.
import itertools
def insert(user, victim, position):
result = []
victim = victim.relabel({k : k + position - 1 for k in victim.vertices()},
inplace=False)
victim = victim.copy(immutable=False)
for edge in victim.edges():
victim.set_edge_label(edge[0], edge[1], edge[2] + len(user.edges()))
user = user.relabel({k : k if k <= position else k + len(victim) - 1 for k in user.vertices()},
inplace=False)
for attachment in itertools.product(victim, repeat=len(user.edges_incident(position))):
new_graph = user.union(victim)
edges_in = user.edges_incident(position)
new_graph.delete_edges(edges_in)
new_edges = [(k if a == position else a, k if b == position else b, c)
for ((a,b,c), k) in zip(edges_in, attachment)]
new_graph.add_edges(new_edges)
result.append((1, new_graph))
return result
def graph_bracket(graph1, graph2):
result = []
for v in graph2:
result.extend(insert(graph2, graph1, v))
sign_factor = 1 if len(graph1.edges()) % 2 == 1 and len(graph2.edges()) % 2 == 1 else -1
for v in graph1:
result.extend([(sign_factor*c, g) for (c,g) in insert(graph1, graph2, v)])
return result
def graph_differential(graph):
edge = Graph([(1,2,1)])
return graph_bracket(edge, graph)
def differential(graph_sum):
result = []
for (c,g) in graph_sum:
result.extend([(c*d,h) for (d,h) in graph_differential(g)])
return result
def is_zero(graph):
for sigma in graph.automorphism_group():
edge_permutation = Permutation([graph.edge_label(sigma(i), sigma(j))
for (i,j,l) in sorted(graph.edges(), key=lambda (a,b,c): c)])
if edge_permutation.sign() == -1:
return True
return False
def reduce(graph_sum):
graph_table = {}
for (c,g) in graph_sum:
if is_zero(g): continue
10Another software package for numeric computation of the graph complex cohomology groups in
various degrees and loop orders is available from https://github.com/wilthoma/GHoL.
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# canonically label vertices:
g_canon, relabeling = g.canonical_label(certify=True)
# shift labeling up by one:
g_canon.relabel({k : k + 1 for k in g_canon.vertices()})
# canonically label edges (keeping track of the edge permutation):
count = 1
edges_seen = set([])
edge_relabeling = {}
for v in g_canon:
edges_in = sorted(g_canon.edges_incident(v), key = lambda (a,b,c): a if b == v else b)
for e in edges_in:
if frozenset([e[0], e[1]]) in edges_seen: continue
edge_relabeling[count] = e[2]
g_canon.set_edge_label(e[0], e[1], count)
edges_seen.add(frozenset([e[0], e[1]]))
count += 1
permutation = Permutation([edge_relabeling[i] for i in range(1, len(g.edges())+1)])
g_canon = g_canon.copy(immutable=True)
if g_canon in graph_table:
graph_table[g_canon] += permutation.sign()*c
else:
graph_table[g_canon] = permutation.sign()*c
return [(graph_table[g], g) for g in graph_table if not graph_table[g] == 0]
# Examples of graphs:
def wheel(n):
return Graph([(k, 1, k-1) for k in range(2, n+2)] + [(k, k+1 if k <= n else 2, n+k-1)
for k in range(2, n+2)])
tetrahedron = wheel(3)
fivewheel = wheel(5)
print "The differential of the tetrahedron is", reduce(graph_differential(tetrahedron))
# Finding all cocycles on 6 vertices and 10 edges:
n = 6
graph_list = list(filter(lambda G: G.is_connected() and len(G.edges()) == 2*n - 2, graphs(n)))
# shift labeling up by one
for g in graph_list:
g.relabel({k : k+1 for k in g.vertices()})
for (k, (i,j,_)) in enumerate(g.edges()):
g.set_edge_label(i, j, k+1)
# build an ansatz for a cocycle, with undetermined coefficients
nonzeros = filter(lambda g: not is_zero(g), graph_list)
coeffs = [var(’c%d’ % k) for k in range(0, len(nonzeros))]
cocycle = zip(coeffs, nonzeros)
# calculate its differential and reduce it
d_cocycle = []
for cocycle_term in cocycle:
d_cocycle.extend(reduce(differential([cocycle_term])))
d_cocycle = reduce(d_cocycle)
# set the coefficients of the graphs in the reduced sum to zero, and solve
linsys = []
for (c,g) in d_cocycle:
linsys.append(c==0)
print solve(linsys, coeffs)
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We finally recall that, to the best of our knowledge, the routines by McKay [1] for graph
automorphism computation are now used in SAGE (hence by the above program).
